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Welcome

Hello and thank you for joining us for this event.

• This event is audio listen only, so feedback and questions will not be taken verbally.
We will have interactive Q&A capabilities that are available throughout the webinar.
The Q&A tab is located on the bottom right hand side of your screen. Please type
your questions in the space provided and click Send.

• Participation in this webinar is mandatory for all attendees who requested CLE credit.
We will provide the CLE code at the end of the presentation.

• We would appreciate any feedback you have on today’s presentation, and any other
topics we should consider adding to our curriculum.

• The slide deck will be provided after the webinar

• A recorded archive will be available; please contact david.fendig@morganlewis.com

With that out of the way, let’s begin.
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8. Privacy issues

9. Business Data Services (Special
access) pricing
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11. Transition to Internet Protocol
networks
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Impact of 2016 Presidential Election

• No matter which candidate wins, expect a new FCC Chair

– Jan. 20 tradition

– Democratic administration would be focused on public interest issues, privacy, and
promoting 5G deployment

– Republican administration would likely seek to roll back “excessive regulation,”
repeal Open Internet rules, other Wheeler initiatives

• If Republicans retain control of Congress, they are likely to move ahead with
efforts to rewrite the Telecom Act

• New FCC leadership will have to deal with the policy issues left behind by
this one

– Wheeler promises to “run through the tape,” with several high-profile orders likely
to be appealed

– Court decisions on current FCC rulings may create issues that new Chair will have
to confront, regardless of party

– Either party will have a strong interest in completing broadcast Incentive Auction
and ensuring a smooth transition for broadcasters
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Impact of 2016 Presidential Election

• Looming election will prevent any major telecom legislation from moving
forward

– Republicans will try to legislate through riders on must-pass spending bills

– Reconfirmation of Comm’r Rosenworcel remains pending in Senate

• Lame-duck session after election is a wild card; depending on election
outcome, parties may be more willing to compromise on some issues

– Congress may intervene in Post-Incentive Auction repacking process

– Broadcasters seeking additional compensation, possible extension of 39-month
transition period

– Congress traditionally solicitous of local broadcasters
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TMT Antitrust Policy: Outlook

• DOJ and FCC continue to closely examine mergers – both have shown
flexibility but are willing to block transactions

– Clear distaste for horizontal mergers among leading competitors, especially in
already concentrated markets

– Will protect mavericks and nascent product markets (e.g., OVD/OTT)

– FCC believes conditions important but must be enforceable; now requiring
independent monitor

– Agencies working very closely together on merger reviews; coordinate on
remedies (e.g., recent cable/broadband mergers)

– FCC employing more robust economic modeling to assess merger effects;
similar to DOJ process

• DOJ aggressive in pursuing cases where competition concerns are clear
and demonstrable, but still willing to deal in certain cases

• Agencies focused on preventing harm to distribution of competitive
content via broadband; key topical issue
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TMT Antitrust Policy: Outlook

• Policy on merger remedies has developed slowly

– DOJ leadership remains open to behavioral/conduct conditions

– Must be tailored to address merger-specific harms; DOJ will not impose pure
public policy conditions (unlike FCC)

– Internet, broadband, and over-the-top content still viewed as “nascent”
potential alternative platform for traditional media; needs protection

• MVPD combinations less of a concern than broadband mergers and
impact on online video distributors (OVDs) and OTTs

• Latest cable merger shows focus on promoting broadband deployment
and competition out of region
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TMT Deal Outlook: Spectrum

• DOJ/FCC expected to oppose deals between the top four wireless
carriers; GOP Administration likely would as well

• Government believes market better with four competitors than three,
even if one is weak

• Deals involving significant combinations of wireless assets that could be
used for broadband will also receive scrutiny; other deals certainly
possible

• Smaller spectrum swaps/acquisitions not likely to raise significant
competitive concerns but will be reviewed

• Bottom line – deals by major players will be scrutinized for impact on
consumers, OVDs, and smaller competitors (protection of nascent
markets)
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TMT Deal Outlook: Broadcast

• FCC not open to industry consolidation; limited to 39% nationwide
coverage

– UHF discount expected to be phased out

– Most transactions already take the elimination of the discount into divestiture
consideration

• Still subject to certain broadcast ownership rules (e.g., no two Top Four,
newspaper/TV ban)

– FCC expected to adopt order updating rules, but only minor tweaks

• Some deals on hold pending the close of the Spectrum Auction

• Joint Sales Agreements expected to be “grandfathered” through 2025

– FCC no longer going to require dissolution as a deal condition

– Shift from prior FCC position in light of Court of Appeals decision questioning
rationale

– DOJ may still require action if competitive concerns are present
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TMT Deal Outlook: MVPD

• FCC less concerned about MVPD component of deals than broadband

– Will examine impact on consumers and content providers

• FCC and DOJ review of MVPD combinations closely examines the ability
and incentive to disadvantage over-the-top (OTT) content providers and
online video distributors (OVDs)

– Parties often propose conditions up-front

– Compliance with 2015 Open Internet Order may be insufficient

– Agencies have imposed additional deal requirements and likely to continue:

– Prohibiting contract terms restricting on-line availability of programs (e.g., limit MFNs
or ADMs)

– Prohibiting internet usage caps

– Prohibiting internet interconnection fees

– Buildout/overbuild commitments
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TMT Deal Outlook: Broadband

• FCC intent on promoting broadband competition

– Deals provide opportunity to impose network build-out obligations and speed
upgrades

– “Out of region” build-out commitments in recent orders intended to satisfy
that goal

• DOJ/FCC protective of OTT content providers and OVDs

– Both agencies have taken affirmative steps to prevent discrimination against
non-affiliated content

– Deals that combine a large number of nationwide high-speed broadband
subscribers can be problematic; concern about ability to impair content access

– Interconnection agreements with programming distributors reviewed;
settlement-free agreements viewed favorably
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TMT Deal Outlook: State and Local Review

• Increased role of state PUCs; NY and CA especially; local franchise
authorities have also exerted authority

• State public service commissions can require transaction to have net
positive public interest benefits

– Build-out requirements for unserved and underserved regions

– Upgrades to faster download speeds with deadlines

– Standalone broadband and low-income offerings

– Customer support improvement

– Maintenance of service quality; penalize for failure

– Job retention commitments

• Leveraging cable authority and federal statute to promote advanced
services to impose broadband conditions
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TMT Deal Outlook: Rural LECs

• Rural LEC transactions:

– Expect continued consolidation in this sector

– Potential roll-ups of many smaller rural carriers

– Many owners were waiting to see how High-Cost Support model plays out before
committing to deals

– Many smaller companies are still family-owned, so one-off issues (estate planning,
family feuds, etc.) can impact deal timing

– These deals usually face relatively minimal antitrust review, since the parties
are rarely direct competitors

– FCC recently imposing few conditions, but may seek broadband investments

• State approvals often more significant than FCC/DOJ

• State regulatory agencies are concerned with price controls, quality of
service, and financial backing

– States requesting broadband investment as well

– May require assurances that post-merger entity viable
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Open Internet Order

• FCC first announced open Internet “principles” in 2005, and codified them
as rules in 2010, but was overturned twice by appeals courts
– Rules adopted in 2010 had little noticeable impact on operations or broadband

investment

– DC Circuit 2014 decision affirmed transparency rule, and suggested FCC could use
Sec. 706 authority to impose some additional net neutrality obligations

• Amid public outcry and White House advocacy, FCC opted to reclassify
Broadband Internet Access as a Title II telecommunications service
– Opens the door to broad scope of regulatory power and uncertainty

• D.C. Circuit ruling in June upheld rules against all challenges
– Broad deference to FCC’s administrative judgment

– Ruling likely to be appealed to Supreme Court; significance of rules means there is
a better-than-usual chance Court will accept the case but still uphill battle
– If Court accepts case (not before Q4), outcome won’t be known until late 2017 at earliest

– Although a new Justice could affect the outcome, many previous Telecom Act
cases were not 5-4 rulings

• How will rules fare in next Administration?
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Open Internet Order: Highlights

• Order treats “broadband Internet access service” as a common carrier
service, but forbears from applying certain traditional common carrier
rules (tariffs, rate controls, etc.)

• Reinstates bright-line “no-blocking” and “no-throttling” rules

– Adds “no paid prioritization” rules

– Applies these rules fully to mobile services, unlike 2010 rules

• Enhances transparency rule by requiring additional disclosures

– Smaller providers exempted from these disclosures at least thru 2016

– Congressional pressure to extend exemption

• Prohibits “unreasonable interference” or “unreasonable disadvantage” to
user’s ability to access lawful Internet content and applications

– To be defined and applied on a case-by-case basis
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Open Internet Order: Highlights (cont’d)

• FCC declined to impose specific requirements for interconnection
arrangements between edge providers and broadband providers

– Asserts jurisdiction for the first time; led to voluntary agreements

– Will rely on the general prohibition against unjust and unreasonable rates,
terms, and conditions, and unreasonable discrimination

– Disputes reviewed on a case-by-case basis

– Paid peering is not necessarily inconsistent with standard

• What the FCC did not do is also important; Forbearance

– No rate regulation

– No unbundling requirements

– No universal service contributions required of broadband providers

– Broadband service exempt from state and local taxation under Internet Tax
Freedom Act
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Open Internet Order: Implications

• FCC has sought to apply 2010 transparency rule to AT&T’s “unlimited
data” mobile plans, alleging inadequate disclosure of usage restrictions

• Expect Enforcement Bureau to be looking out for additional test cases

– Focused on consumer impacts, not commercial disputes

– Particular concern for consumer privacy, data security

• Wheeler has signaled “case-by-case” approach to zero-rating, no
categorical rule

• FCC proposed new ISP privacy rules in March by 3-2 vote, expect final
action by Jan. 2017

– Partially modeled on existing privacy rules for telecom and video services

– ISPs allowed to use customer data for their own marketing unless consumer
opts out, but express opt-in would be required to provide data to 3rd parties

– ISPs would be required to adopt data security practices, creating potential
liability for breaches if security found inadequate
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600 MHz/Broadcast Incentive Auction

• How it works

– FCC will pay licensees for underutilized broadcast spectrum and resell
spectrum at auction (coverage, not capacity spectrum)

– “Reverse auction” will determine the amount of compensation that licensees
would accept in return for voluntarily relinquishing spectrum usage rights

– Mobile carriers will bid for spectrum rights in “forward auction”

– Auction will continue with successively smaller amounts of spectrum, until
forward auction bids are sufficient to cover the reverse auction asking price,
plus $2B in auction and broadcaster relocation costs

– Any surplus goes to the Treasury
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600 MHz/Broadcast Incentive Auction

• Auction officially started March 29, bidding started May 31

– FCC set initial clearing target at 126 MHz (requires clearing 21 TV channels,
yielding 100 MHz for mobile carrier use)

– Reverse auction determined asking price of $86.4 B for this much spectrum

– Expect carrier bids to fall far short of this

– Forward auction bidding to start Aug. 16

– Large wireless carriers except Sprint to participate; possibly but unlikely - dark horse
(reserve spectrum)

– FCC likely to have to reduce clearing target and restart bidding

– This could happen multiple times; auction could continue into next year
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600 MHz/Broadcast Incentive Auction

• Auction process

– Broadcasters may offer to surrender spectrum outright; share spectrum with
another station; or move to a less desirable VHF channel

– Spectrum available to mobile carriers for bidding depends on how many
broadcasters are willing to sell, and at what prices

• Auction registrations indicate high level of interest, but participants are
not obligated to bid

• Auction will succeed or fail based on how many broadcast licenses are
surrendered for auction in top 10 markets

• First stage results suggest broadcasters may be holding out for
unrealistically high prices; forward auction will indicate how far apart the
sides are
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600 MHz/Broadcast Incentive Auction

• Clearing band and making spectrum available will be multi-year process

• Band plan starts at UHF Channel 51 and works downward with uplink
positioned near 700 MHz boundary and downlink near remaining DTV
signals in bottom half of remaining UHF

• Broadcasters need to be repacked before reclaimed spectrum can be
used; not easy task

– Limited tower crews

– Weather will restrict work in colder climates

• Repacking for original DTV transition took 10 years; process will be
faster this time but do not expect 600 MHz spectrum to be available in
meaningful way before 2020

– FCC set 39 month transition period for repacking (starting after auction results
are finalized), but broadcasters complain this is too little
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Spectrum Policy: National Broadband Plan
Signal Fades as 5G Transition Looms

• In 2010, FCC set goal to repurpose 500 megahertz for broadband use
below 3.7 GHz

• NBP likely to ultimately yield 350 megahertz (+/- 30)

– AWS-3 band + 65 MHz

– AWS-4 band + 40 MHz

– H-Block + 10 MHz

– WCS band + 30 MHz

– Voluntary Incentive Auction + 60-70 MHz (variable)

– 3.5 GHz + 100 MHz

• On balance successful, albeit with a few setbacks that remain
unresolved

– Still sorting concerns regarding repurposing 40 MHz of L-band spectrum

– Facing stiffer resistance than expected to 22 MHz TLPS initiative
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Spectrum Policy: 5G Transition Looms

• NBP was intended to address spectrum needs circa 2008-9, during rise
of 4G networks and complementary services

• Goals and technical assumptions underpinning NBP no longer valid in a
5G driven environment

– Geographic coverage and reliability no longer the best performance metric for
cellular networks

– 600 MHz, 700 MHz, 850 MHz, AWS and PCS bands already adequately built out to
serve in-motion commuters

– WiFi offload accommodates personal/portable end user needs in less densely
populated suburban and ex-urban residences

– Other metrics, including throughput in densely populated urban areas more
relevant in 2016 and beyond

– Ultra HD and video intensive games and apps remain very bandwidth hungry

– Demand for bandwidth remains very asymmetric and weighted towards download
(we still consume/pull far more content than we create/push)
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Spectrum Policy: Heavy R&D Investment
Makes mmWave Spectrum Viable for 5G

• Heavyweight cellular and chipset manufacturers recognized several years
ago that low band (<3.7 GHz) spectrum could not satisfy future end user
throughput needs

• Significant R&D dedicated to developing underutilized frequencies at 24 GHz
and above millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies for 5G network
deployment

• Propagation limitations overcome through a combination of technologies

– Multiple Input/Multiple Output

– Phased array antennas

– Distributed antenna systems

• mmWave technology now viable for mobile applications, with certain
limitations

– Propagation limitations still require dense network deployment, making mmWave
5G networks viable for urban core with ready access to building rooftops and
facades
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Spectrum Policy: FCC Lays Claim to Leadership
on 5G/mmWave Through “Spectrum Frontiers”

• Prompted by OEMs conducting R&D and influential policymakers,
repurposing mmWave spectrum for 5G gradually became a top priority
for Chairman Wheeler (a likely cornerstone for his legacy)

• Effort to repurpose mmWave spectrum given the moniker “Spectrum
Frontiers”

• All hands effort to approve NPRM prior to WRC-2015 to enable U.S.
delegation to assert leadership on 5G policy

• Unanimous approval of Order and FNPRM at July 2016 FCC Open
Meeting

• Order/FNRPM described by Wheeler as “the most significant step yet to
enable the next generation of wireless connectivity”
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Spectrum Policy: Spectrum Frontiers
(Cont.)

• Licensed Spectrum Frontiers bands
– 27.5-28.35 GHz (28 GHz), 38.6-40.0 GHz (39 GHz) and 37.0-38.6 GHz (37 GHz)

bands made available for licensed mobile use

– County-wide geographic licenses for 28 GHz, and Partial Economic Area (“PEA”)
geographic licenses for 39 GHz and 37.6-38.6 GHz sub-range of 37 GHz

– Site-based licensing for 37.0-37.6 GHz sub-range required to protect existing
federal incumbents

– Existing licensees in good standing enjoy fixed + mobile rights; licenses in FCC
inventory to be auctioned

• Unlicensed Spectrum Frontiers bands
– 64-71 GHz range made available under same Part 15 rules as existing 57-64 GHz

unlicensed band

• Rulemaking continues
– FNPRM Seeks comment on making 24.25-24.45 GHz together with 24.75-25.25

GHz (24 GHz), 31.8-33 GHz (32 GHz), 42-42.5 GHz (42 GHz), the 47.2-50.2 GHz
(47 GHz), 50.4-52.6 GHz (50 GHz), and the 71-76 GHz band together with the 81-
86 GHz bands (70/80 GHz), as well as bands above 95 GHz.
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Spectrum Policy: Spectrum Frontiers
(Cont.)

• Spectrum Frontiers Order service rules meant for maximum flexibility

– Transmission technology agnostic (no waveform/modulation specified)

– Antenna design agnostic (phased array expressly contemplated)

– Generous power limits

– +75dBm/100 MHz (for all elements of a mobile base station transmitter)

– +43 dBm (for handsets)

– +55 dBW (EIRP) (for fixed or point-to-multipoint transmitters)

– Reasonable out-of-band emission restrictions

– -13 dBm/MHz or lower (out-of-channel for mobile base stations)

– Reduced by at least 43 + 10 Log10 (mean output power in watts) decibels, or 80 decibels
(out-of-band for fixed stations)

– Coverage obligations may be satisfied through fixed or mobile network build-out

– 40% coverage if licensee opts to build out mobile

– 4 links if pop. < 268,000 in a geographic area and 1 link per 67,000 if pop. >

– Partitioning and disaggregation permissible
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Spectrum Policy: Spectrum Frontiers Early
Winners & Losers

• Winners
– Early cellular buyers of mmWave licenses

– Writing on the wall that mmWave spectrum would be valuable in 2014 but no guarantees
that incumbent licensees would retain mobile rights

– At least one national carrier rolled the dice and picked up a large pool of 28 GHz licenses
before the market could effectively revalue mmWave spectrum; a big advantage now that
incumbent mobile rights confirmed

– 28 GHz and 39 GHz Incumbent Licensees
– Spectrum that appeared to only support fixed communications a few short years ago now

has significant value, particularly in dense metropolitan areas

– Cellular network and chipset manufacturers
– Early testing and R&D Samsung in 28 GHz gave the FCC confidence to initiate the

proceeding; the companies involved have political capital to burn at the Commission and a
likely R&D advantage

• Losers
– Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) Industry

– The FSS industry lost rights in the 28 GHz and 39 GHz bands, and may lose more ground in
other bands that it has never fully utilized
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Spectrum Policy: Industry Awaits Clarification
on Standards/Spectrum for Internet of Things

• Several trillion dollar investment likely in networked devices in coming decade

– 10 billion networked devices 2015 growing to 35+ billion by 2020

• Short-range IoT applications (e.g., streaming NetFlix to a living room TV) use existing
unlicensed spectrum and voluntary standards (e.g., 2.4 GHz WiFi)

• Long-range IoT applications rely heavily on GPRS (2.5G) soon to be decommissioned
cellular networks

• Many competing standards vying to fill GPRS hole (e.g., LoRa, Sigfox, NB-IoT)

– Some use unlicensed spectrum (Sigfox)

– Some use licensed spectrum and infrastructure (LTE-M)

• Unclear which standard will win

• Possible that paging frequencies and/or other narrow slivers of unused spectrum
below 1 GHz become targets for IoT-oriented service rules

• IoT also a potential additional stream of revenue for mobile satellite operators
Globalstar, Iridium and Inmarsat, who cannot effectively compete for international
voice and broadband service but have ample capacity for narrowband M2M services
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Spectrum Policy: 3.5 GHz Proceeding
Becoming FCC Technology/Policy Test Bed

• 3.5 GHz Citizens Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) band involves shared
use between federal and commercial users in 3550-3650 MHz band
bonded with already commercially available 3650-3700 MHz band

• Technology and policy developed in the 3.5 GHz CBRS proceeding likely
to trickle down into other bands, including mmWave and 2.7-3.5 GHz
frequencies also proposed for shared use between federal and
commercial users

– Environmental sensing coupled with geolocation database technology being
vetted as framework for shared use with sensitive incumbents

– Secondary market rules dramatically streamlined to facilitate fluid and near
instantaneous spectrum trading
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Spectrum Policy: Satellite Industry
Continues to Experience Dramatic Changes

• Tremendous growth in new satellite technology and systems

– Boom in launch of earth observation spacecraft likely to continue unabated as
construction and launch vehicle costs continue to trend downward

– High demand is creating congestion in available feeder link bands

• Two massive Low Earth Orbit constellations planned for launch in near term

• Traditional geostationary satellite operators stagnant and losing ground in
spectrum wars

• Geostationary arc congested and unable to accommodate new satellites in
core Ku- and C- bands

• Geostationary satellites a poor transmission medium for services beyond
video distribution due to latency and throughput limitations

• mmWave and other bands allocated for fixed satellite service remain high
priority targets for repurposing by FCC; even C-band back in play for
repurposing
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Cable Set-Top Boxes

• FCC sought comment in Feb. on proposal to "unlock the set-top box
market“

– Telecom Act of 1996 directed FCC to promote competition at the set-top box

– Previous generation solution, CableCARD, took years to develop and never got
much traction in the market

– 2014 STELA Act instructed FCC to revisit the issue

• Competitors require a large amount of information from cable
companies for operation, including security elements, on-demand
content, pay-per-view events, and DVR rights management

– Cable companies presently require customers to lease set-top boxes at an
average of $231/year

– Required set-top box leasing allows for Cable Companies to control the costs,
interface and programming
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Cable Set-Top Boxes

• Proposal creates a framework for providing device manufacturers,
software developers, and others the information they need to create set-
top boxes or navigation apps for consumers to choose from

– Will require MVPDs to make “core information streams” available to
competitors using published, transparent protocols

– Will require at least one “openly licensed” content protection system

– Will include protections for copyrighted content

• Seeks to open the market to technology companies that have already
been working in the television entertainment space, but remain impeded
by lack of access to cable signals
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Cable Set-Top Boxes

• Proposal ran into a firestorm of criticism from industry and Hill, including
some Democrats

– Principal claim is that enabling competitors to access cable information
streams would enable piracy, copyright infringement

– One Democratic Commissioner now expresses doubt about the plan

• Cable industry offered a counter-proposal based on HTML5 app instead
of hardware

– App would be licensed to competing equipment vendors free of charge

– FCC is investigating technical details

– Some OTT video providers and consumer advocates have raised concerns over
the counter-proposal, including security

– Not yet clear whether a consensus solution will emerge

– Wheeler wants to act before term ends
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Privacy and Surveillance Issues

• Privacy is a perennial and increasingly pertinent “wild card” at FCC
– FCC has been looking to expand its authority in this area, especially over Internet

– Agency tends to react to widely-publicized abuses rather than have a proactive
agenda

– Imposed $10 Million forfeiture against two Lifeline carriers for failure to protect
consumer information

– Enforcement Bureau likely looking for other cases in this area

• Increasing FTC activity in privacy/cybersecurity area
– FCC regulates telecom services, FTC regulates information services

– Open Internet Order gives FCC more sway over Internet access

– Expect FCC to adopt privacy, data security rules for ISPs before Jan. 20

– State laws may also apply (California)

• Broad consumer privacy legislation unlikely – factions in both parties
support the concept, but differ on details
– Executive Order requiring cybersecurity “guidelines” for ISPs and other “critical

infrastructure” likely, in absence of legislation
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Business Data Services Pricing: Background

• FCC opened rulemaking in 2005 to consider reimposing price controls on
“special access” service (high-capacity dedicated services, Ethernet, etc.)

– Legacy regulatory system featured price caps and tariffed rates in non-
competitive markets, contracts in metro areas that met “competitive” criteria

– FCC has renamed this market segment “Business Data Service”

• In 2012, FCC suspended new ILEC applications for pricing flexibility, but
left existing MSA-based price flex in place while rulemaking is pending

– Staff gathered extensive market data

• In April, one RBOC and competitors’ trade assn. announced agreement
on regulatory principles, which was promptly endorsed by Wheeler

• Resulted in two FCC actions at April meeting

– Release of Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to reform regulation of these
services

– Adoption of Order declaring specific types of contract terms unreasonable
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Business Data Services Pricing: Tariff Order

• Order prohibits prospectively three types of provisions in contracts for
business data services. Comment is sought on how to unwind these
provisions in existing contracts.

1. “All or Nothing” contracts requiring customer to buy substantially all of its
BDS facilities from one provider

2. Penalties for volume shortfalls that exceed the provider’s opportunity costs
associated with the contract.

3. Penalties for early terminations that exceed the provider’s opportunity costs
associated with the contract.

• Some ILEC tariffs filed pursuant to this Order were rejected or
suspended in July, pending further FCC clarification of requirements
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Business Data Services Pricing: Rulemaking

• Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (FNRPM) seeks comment on
proposed new regulatory structure:

– Markets will be defined by service, geography, and customer needs

– Competition will be measured by census block or groups of census blocks

– Asks for comment as to how many competitive options must be available before a
market is considered adequately competitive

– Price regulation will be imposed where competition (including potential
competition) is inadequate, but tariffing eliminated

– Price caps would be reinstated for TDM circuits and benchmarking applied to packet-
switched services

– Regulations would apply to BDS offered by incumbent LECs, cable providers,
competitive fiber providers, and other CLECs

– Asks for comment on the relationship between wholesale and retail pricing of
business data services
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Business Data Services Pricing: Rulemaking
(cont’d)

• Comments on FNPRM reveal wide industry divergence of views

– Incumbents, competitors, customers all have different views of which markets
are competitive and how the FCC should regulate in non-competitive markets

– Many commenters dissatisfied with price regulation framework proposed in
FNPRM

• FCC likely to adopt an Order resolving at least some issues before end of
year, but complexity of the proceeding means that some parts may have
to wait for the next Administration
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Universal Service Reform: Introduction

• Under 1996 Act, FCC created Universal Service Fund ($8.1B in 2011)

• Recently, FCC has adopted reforms to individual components of fund

– Expanded high-cost fund to support broadband deployment, including mobile

– Tightened eligibility criteria and enforcement for Lifeline subsidies, expanded
program to support Internet access

– Increased E-Rate funding to target Wi-Fi and broadband Internet connections
to unserved schools and libraries

• USF contributions are an 18%+ gross receipts tax on all interstate
communications

– Affects interstate components of landline, mobile, and VoIP services

– But not Internet access

– USF reform has been on the FCC’s “back burner” for years, no sign of
imminent action
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High-Cost Support Reform: Price Cap ILEC
Territories

• Price cap ILEC territories:

– FCC due to conduct reverse auctions to award up to $150M in Connect
America funds for deployment of broadband networks in areas where
incumbent LECs declined CAF funding

– Recipients must commit to 100% broadband availability in supported areas,
will receive support for 10 years

– Targeted areas are by definition the least attractive potential markets, so extent of
interest in auction remains unclear

– Incumbents can bid for support in specific localities even if they declined FCC’s
statewide funding offer
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High-Cost Support Reform: Rate of Return
ILEC Territories

• Rate of return support program reforms adopted in March

– Option to elect model-based support later this year

– Will be fixed $ amount for 10 year term

– Requires commitment to build out 10/1 broadband to 95% of customer locations in eligible
census blocks, and 25/3 to a smaller percentage based on study area population density

– Must meet interim deployment milestones beginning in Year 4 (2020)

– Carriers that decline the model will remain on existing support mechanisms, with
changes:

– Rate of return reduced from 11.25% to 9.75% over six years

– Support made available for stand-alone broadband to “cord-cutters”

– Support will be phased down for census blocks served by unsubsidized competitors

– Recovery of operating expenses limited by regression formula targeting “outliers”

– Recovery of new capital investment limited by “investment allowances” designed to funnel
support to areas with the lowest broadband availability rates

– Must meet 5-year broadband deployment targets based on current buildout level and
estimated cost of service
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High-Cost Support Reform: Mobile Services

• Before 2011, mobile carriers could receive high-cost support under the
same program as wireline carriers

– Identical Support Rule

– Support phased out over 5 years (except in Alaska & Tribal lands)

• FCC expected to introduce “Mobility Fund” and “Remote Areas Fund” to
fill 3G coverage caps and provide basic broadband (possibly satellite) to
distant customers

– Should support payments be allocated by road-miles, population, or land area
of unserved territories?

– Agricultural interests support allocation by area; other groups may support
roads or population depending on their membership

– Unclear whether this will be completed before end of Administration
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Universal Service: Lifeline Reform

• Lifeline Reform Order adopted in March on party line vote

– Current program provides $9.25/month discount for voice phone lines
(landline or mobile) to low-income users

– Revised program will allow discount to be used for Internet access (fixed or
mobile)

– For mobile service, requires minimum of 500 minutes and 500 MB per month

– These minimums go up over next five years

– Eligible devices must be equipped with Wi-Fi and hotspot functionality

– Program budget increased to $2.25B/year (not a hard cap)

– Support for voice-only mobile service will be phased out

– Only one discount per household; new national database to verify eligibility
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Universal Service: E-Rate Program

• E-Rate provides subsidies to schools and libraries for purchases of
telecom and Internet access services, some related equipment and
wiring

– Subsidy amounts are on a sliding scale depending on income level of locality

• Democratic platform supports expansion of program to other types of
facilities (homeless shelters, day care, anchor institutions, etc.)

• FCC’s focus recently has been enforcement of regulations to prevent
waste, fraud, and abuse
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Inter-Carrier Compensation Reform

• FCC decided in 2011 to phase out intercarrier compensation for
termination of voice traffic, but litigation lingers on

– Multi-district litigation pending in Dallas Federal Court over scope of the FCC’s
“intraMTA” rule for origination and termination charges on landline-to-mobile
and mobile-to-landline calls

– Appeals pending in D.C. Circuit from 2015 order allowing “over-the-top” VoIP
providers to collect access charges from IXCs

– Various disputes over alleged traffic stimulation schemes

– Phase-out of legacy access charges continues until 7/1/2018 for most LECs,
7/1/2020 for RLECs
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Transition to IP Networks: Background

• FCC Chair Wheeler has highlighted the transition of voice services to
broadband networks as a high priority

– Large incumbents petitioned for “trials” in which they would move voice
customers in specific areas to IP

– Main dispute is over whether ILEC obligations to interconnect and unbundle
will apply in IP environment

– FCC opted for trials first, to address policy issues later

• ILECs have made it their top priority to obtain maximum deregulation of
broadband services, from DSL internet access up to fiber-based special
access

– FCC has already granted forbearance for most services other than POTS and
T1/DS3 special access
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Transition to IP Networks: Copper
Retirement

• August 2015 Order revised copper retirement rules to protect
competition and consumers

– Incumbents may replace copper with fiber as long as the change of
technology does not discontinue, reduce, or impair services they provide,
including wholesale services

– Carriers must offer (for a fee) a backup battery to consumers

– Section 214 requires FCC approval prior to any discontinuance, reduction, or
impairment of service that affects end-users

– Incumbents must give 6 months’ notice of planned copper retirements

– Interim rules require that if incumbent seeks to eliminate legacy service used
by wholesale customers, it must offer them an alternative wholesale service
on “reasonably comparable” rates, terms, and conditions

• July 2016: updated rules to make retail transitions easier

– 30 days’ notice to customers sufficient if there is an “adequate replacement”
for legacy copper service
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Questions and Follow-Up

• You may submit questions for us using the chat tool on your screen

• Feel free to follow-up with us

andrew.lipman@morganlewis.com

202.373.6033

• for CLE questions or assistance contact david.fendig@morganlewis.com
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If Audio is Lost

• Please call:

(866) 203-0920

Enter conference code

232 547 2635
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